Free Australia Getaway Vacation 2019
(Africa)

Distributor who qualifies for this incentive will be invited for an **ALL-EXPENSES PAID, SEVEN days Vacation and touring in Australia 2019**.

The tour package satisfies your passion on:
- entertaining in luxury hotel;
- enjoying delicate cuisine;
- exploring different cultures;
- Airplane tickets.

All South Africa top leaders have an opportunity to participate in a free international trip to Mauritius in 2020, if you can achieve the following conditions from 26th Dec 2018 to 25th Oct 2019. Above all, purchase personal BV no less than 100BV/month in Green World South Africa from 26th Dec 2018 to 25th Oct 2019. And then, you also need to qualify for one of the following conditions.

1. **Super Leaders**
   1) Any 8 star with an average monthly GBV of 20,000BV (or more) during the qualification period.
   2) Any 1 Star Manager and above who achieves an average monthly GBV of 30,000 BV during the qualification period.
   3) Any 1 star Manager and above who achieve the higher rank with an average monthly GBV of 25,000 BV during the qualification period.

2. **Excellent Distribution Center**
   Any registered Distribution Center who achieves a total turnover of 150,000BV during the qualification period.
   Any registered Distribution Center who achieves a total turnover of 250,000BV during the qualification period. Flight tickets and hotel level will be upgraded to the higher level.

**Note**
1. Prizes are NOT redeemable for cash.
2. This award does not apply to Market exploring tool awards and Luxury Cruise qualifiers.
3. Green World Sinoworld South Africa (Pty) Ltd. reserves all rights of interpretation.

Free Mauritius trip
(South Africa)

Distributor who qualifies for this incentive will be invited for an **ALL-EXPENSES PAID, FIVE days Vacation in Mauritius**.

The tour package satisfies your passion on:
- entertaining in luxury hotel;
- enjoying delicate cuisine;
- exploring different cultures;
- Airplane tickets.

All South Africa top leaders have an opportunity to participate in a free international trip to Mauritius in 2020, if you can achieve the following conditions from 26th Dec 2018 to 25th Oct 2019. Above all, purchase personal BV no less than 100BV/month in Green World South Africa from 26th Dec 2018 to 25th Oct 2019. And then, you also need to qualify for one of the following conditions.

1. **Super Leaders**
   1) Any 8 star with an average monthly GBV of 20,000BV (or more) during the qualification period.
   2) Any 1 Star Manager and above who achieves an average monthly GBV of 30,000 BV during the qualification period.
   3) Any 1 star Manager and above who achieve the higher rank with an average monthly GBV of 25,000 BV during the qualification period.

2. **Excellent Distribution Center**
   Any registered Distribution Center who achieves a total turnover of 150,000BV during the qualification period.
   Any registered Distribution Center who achieves a total turnover of 250,000BV during the qualification period. Flight tickets and hotel level will be upgraded to the higher level.

**Note**
1. Prizes are NOT redeemable for cash.
2. This award does not apply to Market exploring tool awards and Luxury Cruise qualifiers.
3. Green World Sinoworld South Africa (Pty) Ltd. reserves all rights of interpretation.
We Care, We Share.
After ten years' development in Africa, we will strive to build Green World from good to great.
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**From The Management**

On behalf of Green World South Africa management, please allow me to express our sincere greetings and best wishes to every distributor whom works so hard for their beloved Green World.

Green World has set its foot in South Africa for more than 12 years now, and furthermore I am also celebrating my 10 years working with Green World. We all know Green World changes the lives of our distributors. Green World also changed my life. Right now I have a house and car in South Africa. My children are getting educated in South Africa. I also have my Zulu name, Mzala. 10 years experience in South Africa makes me to love this country and my dear distributors. In the past 10 years, I witnessed numerous distributors joining our international trips to China, Dubai, Thailand, Paris and so on. I witnessed many exciting faces after getting their car awards. I witnessed many distributors moving from shacks to mansions. I witnessed many distributor moving from “Zero” to “Hero”. I feel happy from the bottle of my heart and realized the meaning of my job. I will strive on improving the management level and service quality of the whole Green World South Africa management, so we can pave our distributors’ way to success more smoother and brighter.

In the new year, Green World will import more new products to South Africa to satisfy the market. We will have the Organic Nutrition fertilizer and Cosmetic series. We are also going to open the online shop to serve the distributors who are far from the shops and offices. Green World South Africa Facebook page, Twitter account and YouTube account will be created to provide the latest news. We also have the Incentive plan 2019, please read the last page of this magazine to get more information. 2018 was a great year, 2019 will be better.
Before the conference, the parking lot of Bellville Middelstad Mall were full of various kinds of cars had been awarded to distributors since Green World South Africa Branch was established in 2007. Moreover, a Green World motorcade composed of more than 50 cars including 35 newly decorated cars to be awarded on the conference and the own cars of distributor representatives, conducted a cruise activity in the flourishing commercial district of Cape Town, with the traffic police clearing the way.

Conference venue

Distributors participating the conference registered for admission and got the commemorative gifts

The first distributor attending the conference registered for admission

Trophies to be awarded on the conference
At 11 o’clock a.m., the conference began in the solemn national anthems. All the attendees stood up with the national anthems of America, China and South Africa.

Mr. Bruce Huang, general manager of South Africa Cape Town Branch, made an opening address, in which he welcomed all the attendees and announced the marketing plan of Cape Town in the future, meanwhile invited all the distributors to Cape Town to develop the market.

Mr. Glory Guo, general manager of Green World South Africa Johannesburg Branch, made an address, in which he reviewed the glory achievement of the branch in 2018 and announced the e-business had been being developed by the company, meanwhile some new products with high technology content including Green World Nuriplant Organic Plus Fertilizer, slimming series product and skin care product would be introduced to satisfy the demand of the market.

Mr. David L. Zhang, vice president of Green World Group and president of Green World African Region, made a speech. He conveyed the sincere greeting and congratulations from Dr. Deming Li, president of Green World Group, as well as the huge achievement of Green World obtained all over the world. Then he concluded the African marketing works in 2018 and announced the development strategy programming of Green World African Region and South Africa Branch in the future. Green World would further promote the industrial diversification and introduce a series of South African products enjoying great popularity in the world to Green World E-Mail and then to the whole world, meanwhile expand the product line of Green World in Africa including wine series. At last, he congratulated all the south African distributors for their achievements in the past one year and wished everyone a better performance in 2019.
On the conference, 161 international tour awards, 40 market development awards (with the rewards of laptop and projector), 40 luxury cruise ship awards, 27 Green World elites U.S. Las Vegas luxury awards, 34 business care awards and 1 luxury Mercedes-Benz car award were presented.

Business car award winners raising their trophies to celebrate the exciting moment. In 2018, there were 7 distributors who newly upgraded to One-Star Manager: 10082989 Nkomo Precious; 10085563 Ngwenya Patrick; 11013584 Sibanda Nokutula; 19009931 Zazini Likhona; 19011582 Ntja Opelong; 10046016 Nene Nokululeko; 10170878 Neronence Moyo. They were awarded the trophies and meanwhile were presented the luxury Australia 7-day tour award.
Mr. Bruce Huang, general manager of Green World South Africa Cape Town Branch, presenting awards to the winners.

Ms. Neronence Moyo, Star of Year 2017, making a speech on the conference.

Green World elites U.S. Las Vegas luxury awards winners raising their trophies to celebrate.

Presenting trophies and awards (iPad and iPad Pro) to the three senior distributors. Each new generation excels the last one. Ms. Nkomo Presious, the specialty shop owner of Johannesburg Branch, won the award of Star of the Year 2017. In this year her team had created new miracle in respect of each award, and also break the sales record of South African specialty shop with monthly performance of over 1 million BV.

On this conference, two distributors newly upgraded to One-Star Director: Mr. Mthabsi Nkiwane, Ms. Mbele Malter Vanje. Ms. Ngidi Thembisile successfully upgraded to Two-Star Director. These three senior distributors respectively made speeches. Their lives were all changed because of Green World. Ms. Mbele Malter Vanje had been making progress together with the company, now she got greater financial independence by operating and managing several Green World specialty shops. Mr. Mthabsi Nkiwane was just a waiter before joining Green World, but now he had been an excellent team leader. Moreover he bought a sea view luxury villa in Port Elizabeth, the famous port city of South Africa, and had his own home in South Africa which had been dreamed for a long time. While what the most admirable thing he had done was that he not only donated the new church in his hometown of Zimbabwe, but also planned to donate a primary school to provide the education opportunity for the dropouts children in their hometown. Ms. Ngidi Thembisile was a primary school teacher before joining Green World. Her Green World business had been continuously developing through her effort and now she has been a successful entrepreneur with many specialty shops and also the partner and shareholder of many companies. The successful stories of these three leaders greatly encouraged all the attendees.

Ms. Nkomo Presious and the representatives of her team receiving the trophies and award (iPhone).
Wonderful performance of Dance Afro

On the conference, senior distributors Mr. Mthabisi Nkwenwane, Ms. Mbele Malter Vanje And Ms. Ngidi Thembisile Respectively Delivered The Sharing Speeches. Afterwards, Mr. Tendai Chinoperekwei, Senior Distributor From Zimbabwe, international lecturer and great incentive master, made an excellent speech at the end of the conference. All the participants were greatly encouraged. It is believed that everyone would more passionately move forward to the new year and achieve more splendid performance in the future.

Mr. Tendai Chinoperekwei making a speech

Cape Town is a very famous tourist attraction. After the conference, Distributors from other countries participated the tour activity arranged by the company, during which they greatly enjoyed the beautiful scenery of South Africa.

After the conference, over 100 senior distributors were invited to the celebration gala dinner. There were many senior distributors who made speeches, in which they expressed gratitude and love to Green World business. With the soft music, the honored guests proposed toasts with each other to celebrate success in the southernmost and the most beautiful city of Africa.
Gala Dinner

Uterus Cleansing Pill

Give Back Your Beauty and Confidence

1. Instantly relieve discomfort
   Instantly relieve the burning, stinging, rawness, irritation and pain of female private parts.

2. Gradually alleviate inflammation
   Gradually alleviate the chronic inflammatory conditions such as vulvitis, vaginitis, cervical erosion, endometritis, salpingitis, and pelvic infection.

3. Safely improve irregular menstruation
   The herbal ingredients safely work on female reproductive system and help improving the irregular menstruation.

Women are vulnerable to many gynecological illnesses associated with the anatomical and physiological characteristics of a woman’s body. The most frequent disorders during a woman’s sexual maturity period are inflammatory processes of the vagina, of the womb and of the fallopian tubes. With timely and correct treatment an inflammatory process may terminate in recovery. Otherwise scar and fibrosis occurs in the tissues, adhesions and strictures form, and the disease becomes chronic. A prolonged course and frequent exacerbations of inflammatory diseases of the internal sex organs often entail disturbance of child-bearing and menstrual functions. Irreversibility of gynecological illnesses could result in cancer of female reproductive system.

If you have deprived access to regular treatment, GREEN WORLD UTERUS CLEANSING PILL can be your best solution!
2018 Autumn ChinaTour Activity of Green World Overseas Outstanding Distributors Successfully Concluded

On October 18th, a total of 69 Green World outstanding distributors from North America and Africa have arrived at the Capital International Airport and started a seven-day Beijing-Tianjin-Nanjing-Shanghai autumn tour.
On the morning of October 19, the first stop was coming to the Badaling Great Wall, one of eight wonders of the world, which is a military defensive project in ancient China. There is an old saying in China: “He who has never been to the Great Wall is not a true man”. In the face of various heights and countless steps, everyone braved the difficulties to climb the beacon tower at the top of the mountain and took a photo to mark the moment. All distributors happily returned with a "hero" medal on their chests and became a "hero".

In the afternoon, everyone went to Tianjin by bus and laughed all the way. After a good sleep, on the morning of October 20, overseas distributors full of passion came to Tianjin Ancient Culture Street, which has a long history, a lot of shops, a wide range of goods, and a bustling pedestrian, enjoying China’s long history, brilliant and gorgeous culture and customs.
At 6 o’clock in the evening, Green World Global Elites Exchange Dinner Party has finally come as scheduled, and all Chinese and foreign distributors were dressed up and gathered in a warm atmosphere.

On October 21, distributors set out from Tianjin to Nanjing by high-speed rail. China’s efficient and complete railway transportation system has left a deep impression on everyone. Whatever waiting outside the train or dining inside the train, our overseas guests were excited. On the way to Nanjing, for preventing everyone from feeling bored, the Chinese staff specially arranged an interview session, with more than 20 people actively taking part in the on-site interview.

Later, distributors arrived at the destination of Nanjing four hours later on the high-speed train, and visited the Nanjing Confucius Temple, one of the four major Confucian temples, which was the central hub of culture activity of the south of Yangtze river and a place where scholars gathered together.
On the 22nd, all distributors made a visit to the Blueberry Plantation and Nanjing Production Base in Baima town, Lishui, Nanjing. GMP Workshop, Beverage Workshop, Outer Packing Workshop, certification Exhibition Hall and Green World Product Exhibition Hall were filled with laughter and praise. In the Training Room of the Nanjing Production Base, under the introduction and guidance of Dr. Deming Li, the newly developed new products were tasted, and everyone rejoiced and raised their glasses to thank Dr. Deming Li for her devotion to overseas markets.

Then overseas outstanding distributors came to Shanghai, the last stop of the tour. A cruise tour was available to watch the night view of the Huangpu River on the evening of the 22nd, enjoying the prosperity of modern city Shanghai, China’s economic center and China’s “New York”.

The trip ended with shopping in Shanghai on October 23rd. A wide variety of goods with competitive prices made everyone return fully loaded.

7 days is short but the schedule is tight, nonstop, exhausted but happy. For distributors, China Tour Award is not only a reward, but also an opportunity to enhance the relationship between, enrich life experiences and expand horizons. As the old saying goes you can learn more by travelling a thousand miles than by reading a thousand book. And it is believed that the autumn trip will definitely become a precious experience in the life of distributors.
Green World South Africa
Excellent distributors’ Tour in France

According to the promotion plan by Green World International South Africa, a top distributor team consisting of 29 from South Africa and 8 from Zimbabwe were awarded 6 days’ grand tour of France from April 9th to 13th for their outstanding performance in the past year.

On the early morning of April 9th, 2018, the award winners who were uniformly dressed gathered in the office of Green World South Africa for their brief farewell ceremony held by the company. Following that, the distributors headed for O.R.TAMBO International Airport of Johannesburg, kicking off their tour officially. Next morning, arriving at Paris standing as the country’s capital with over 1400 years of history, they took group photos at the airport to mark the occasion with happiness and excitement.

As the city of art, fashion, culture and romance, Paris is renowned for its charming architecture and romantic appeal, it feels like there is a sight to see around every corner. The distributors were exactly attracted.

In the afternoon with breeze blowing, the tour groups took a boat on the River Seine for sightseeing, and they were fascinated in the picturesque scenery lining the banks, especially the architecture bursting with culture and history.
When it came to the visits to Chateau de Versailles and Fontainebleau, the distributors were totally awed and amazed by the magnificent and glittering palaces and the exquisite and lavish court life of royal family back to the 17th and 18th centuries. With regards to visiting the Louvre, the world’s largest museum and a historic monument in Paris, the group felt like to be immersed within the sea of French history, where they have appreciated the most popular attractions – Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa and a plaster model of Venus de Milo, touching them a lot. In the tour coach, everyone sang the praises of God, Green World, teams and families for enabling them to enjoy the world outside Africa and to live a well-being life!

In the last few years, quite a number of distributors included in the tour groups had been awarded overseas tours for times such as the tour of Dubai in 2015 and the tour of Thailand in 2016. Those impressed by the luxury of Dubai and the recreations of Thailand had enjoyed a feast of romance and culture in France, in counterpoint to the countries previously visited. In the following days, the group had visited the scenic spots and historical sites in Paris.
During the visit, then groups enjoying the characteristic French food had experienced the food culture of France, which had been moved a lot and appreciated Green World for bringing them to the world with exotic cultures and landscapes to have different life experience which was rare and precious.

As happy moments slipped away, the tour finally came to an end. The group got together to share their experience with each other, deepening their friendship with each other. Undoubtedly, Green World members implementing the company philosophy of WE CARE WE SHARE with mutual supports and sharing will achieve win-win outcomes!

The tour of France, from which everyone had learned Europe civilization, had aroused their fighting spirits and strengthened the team cohesiveness. Eager to take actions for stepping up marketing exploitation to make a record high performance again, the groups had fixed an appointment for the tour of Las Vegas, United States in 2019 and wished Green World to have a sustained and prosperous development for more splendid achievements.

Green World South Africa Branch Senior Distributors Luxury Cruise Ship Tour

As per the marketing promotion plan launched by Green World South Africa Branch, there were 49 excellent distributors winning the luxury cruise ship tour awarded by the company though one year’s effort. From November 16 to November 19, 2018, the four-day luxury cruise ship tour activity in “Portuguese Island” of Mozambique was organized by the company.
1. On the morning of November 16, 2018, distributors winning the tour award dressed in uniforms got together in the office of South Africa Johannesburg branch, the staff of which held a simple seeing-off ceremony for them. After the ceremony, distributors took the bus to the O.R. TAMBO International Airport of Johannesburg. Through over one hour’s flight, they arrived at port of Durban, South Africa. Distributors excitedly took photos in front of the ticket entrance of cruise ship. The No. MUSICA luxury cruise ship of MSC can accommodate 2250 passengers. The huge luxury cruise ship made distributors extremely excited and they all expressed the gratitude to Green World for the surprise always given to them.

On November 18, distributors had dinner in a Italian restaurant, during which the crew and the service staff as well as our distributors sang the Italian folk songs together. Other tourists were all affected by the passion of them. Everyone were immersed in the joyfulness without language barrier, nor skin color difference.

2. Many of the distributors who participated in this tour activity won the international tour award of the company more than once including Dubai Tour in 2015, Thailand Tour in 2016. The luxury of Dubai and relaxation of Thailand all deeply impressed everyone. While this is the first time to organize the cruise ship tour. Distributors expressed that this tour activity was the most special. Compared to other activities, cruise ship was freer. On the deck, in spite of sea breeze blowing the hair, they closed their eyes and imaged that they were flying just like the bird. They expressed that it was Green World that gave them the wings to fly and made their lives more colourful and full of applause and flowers.

3. On the morning of November 17, the cruise ship arrived at the Portuguese Island of Mozambique. With azure sky, gentle breeze and golden sand beach, the island is so beautiful that attracted everyone who can not wait to take the speed boat to the Gold Coast where people fully enjoyed the soft sand, cool seawater, clear sky and the warm sunshine.

The happy time always flew fast, the four-day cruise ship tour came to an end. Everyone expressed that the tour each time closed their relationship with each other and made everyone a big family through Green World business. Everyone helped each other, shared experience with each other and finally moved toward success together, just like the concept of the company said that “WE CARE WE SHARE”. Distributors said that they would spare no effort to develop market to strive for better performance. Everyone made an appointment that they would meet each other again in the Las Vegas Tour in 2019. Wish Green World African market continue to create resplendence and achieve better performance!
A Complete Closure of the Third Beauty Pageant of Green World South Africa Johannesburg Branch

On September 24, 2018, South Africa’s Heritage Day, Miss Green World and Mr. Green World beauty pageant was held by South Africa Johannesburg Branch of Green World. Heritage Day was set up to remember history and to inherit the cultural traditions of all ethnic groups. And South Africa Johannesburg Branch has given this traditional festival a new meaning among distributors, and on this day of each year, Green World South African distributors dress up to take part in the beauty pageant.

This year, after the auditions, a total of more than 30 distributors, mainly from South African, as well as some from in Nigeria, Zimbabwe and Swaziland, have qualified for participating in the final of the beauty pageant. The participation of distributors from many countries makes it not only a South African pageant, but also a display of the style of multi-ethnic and international distributors fighting in the Green World platform. This beauty pageant still continued the selection process of show of casual wear, formal wear, traditional national costumes and Green World knowledge quiz.
Since the quality of this contestant has been greatly improved compared with the previous two times, this selection activity was extremely fierce. The professional judges invited by the company conducted long-term consultations and finally decided the final winners. Mr. Isaac Mkwebu, a trainer and senior distributor of Green World, won the first place in the men’s group and became the Mr. Green World, and Ms. Nironence Moyo, Star of the Year 2017 and leader of South African new generation distributor, beat all the competitors and won the 2018 Miss Green World, with the high prizes, ribbon and crown. Mr. Franlin Uwajeh, Mr. Jenamiso Dube, Mr. Franlin Uwajeh and Mr. Jenamiso Dube were the second and third in the men’s and women’s groups, respectively, receiving cash prizes and trophies from the company.

The perfect ending of the distributor beauty pageant once again showed South Africa Green World distributors’ vigor and yearn for the good life. Regardless of age, rich or poor, and race, we all have the right to pursue beauty. Beauty pageant as an important part of the culture and brand building of Green World in South Africa, will be better in the future, allowing more people to participate in the pageant, and sharing weal and woe with the company. Mr. Green World and Miss Green World will also take part in various publicity and charity activities as the company’s image ambassador during the next year, looking forward to attracting more people to engage in Green World business.
Survive All The Strokes of Life and More

Survive All The Strokes Of Life And Build-Up Your Network Marketing Skills And Strategies For A More Successful Business – Listen To Your Upline Attentively As Their Leadership Will Guide And Steer You To Greater Heights In This Profession

I would like to thank my up-line Mr. Balongo for his support and encouragement that we should continuously develop and learn new things outside of white-collar careers, if you listen to him attentively, he will make you admire health and wealth business more because of his insightful knowledge of various conditions and nutrition necessary to stay nourished, fit and successful to do this business. He made me realize that there is life after each stroke of life when I was ill on the left side of my body from June 2016. I listened when I was always told by my up line and Mentor, Mr. Balongo, that in Green World, We Care and We Share. Today I feel so inspired and thankful for this advice and Green World, because my body functions better from a critical condition, I used the right nutrition and supplements to improve my health. I survived a stroke, its signs and symptoms and now I am progressing to a new journey of new generations which is Network Marketing.

My name is Thuto Setlogelo. I was born in the rural villages of Thaba Nchu, a very small town in the Free State. I'm currently working as a public servant with the Free State local government in the Department of COGTA and I have a lot of passion for accounting and risk management which has managed to reverse my health complications, Feel free to contact me on Cell 0726365941 Or email thutos@vodamail.co.za.

As my health has improved so tremendously in a very short space of time, it is my dream to help others discover this wonderful nutrition which is a life changer.

For More on my Impressive Healing Program which has managed to reverse my health complications, Feel free to contact me on Cell 0726365941 Or email thutos@vodamail.co.za.

God’s love is unconditional. He makes miracles happen – I was able to find Green World at a time when my body needed correct supplements. God helped me find the right nutrition which lifted me up from pain and sadness. It gave me strength, hope and courage. I enjoy the supplements a lot particularly Bone Marrow Powder because it tastes awesome and reduced my arthritis pain and muscle cramps as I was supplementing, and this along with other supplements of circulation and stroke, I have used as a combo on monthly basis. Now I no longer use the mouth guard and pain is a thing of the past. Thank you, Green World, for all the health support and education I am receiving in this field of Supplements and Network Marketing. I desire to excel in this business and become one of the change agents.

Green World is the new answer to solve various Health and Wealth Issues. As my health and fitness improved, I decided to become a distributor of health products and wealth business. I am glad to reach people in rural places and my big dream of participating in the evolving world of new economy which is futuristic and online. I plan to build a house where I will live with my mother, I plan to further my studies and support my son’s education with the income I will be earning from this profession. As my health has improved so tremendously in a very short space of time, it is my dream to help others discover this wonderful nutrition which is a life changer.

For More on my Impressive Healing Program which has managed to reverse my health complications, Feel free to contact me on Cell 0726365941 Or email thutos@vodamail.co.za.
Why I Choose and Continue to Choose Network Marketing!!!

I have been meaning to address this for a while. Having been in the counselling psychology profession for 7 solid years, you can imagine I have been approached by hundreds of people in network marketing. I wish I would have known this years ago. Look at networking events, online through attraction marketing (not product pushing), while traveling, at soccer practice, at the gym, you name it! It can be extra income to pay for your groceries, trips and promotions you can go for as well! We have many different ways that we are paid, with a compensation plan attached.

For me, I can honestly say this is the best decision anyone can out earn anyone else in our compensation plan. There are no caps and no limits, it’s an equal share business opportunity. I have met many network marketing professionals who leave their companies & big organizations for Green World because their incomes were capped. I am super passionate about being debt-free and helping others achieve the same thing. I can work my business from my smart phone. I help people open their own distribution centers/shops and recommend what they start with. I love seeing empowered, ambitious people take off with this! I have seen stay-at-home moms hit a 6-figure salary in a short amount of time and it makes me so happy seeing how many people are being blessed by this company.

I love setting my own schedule and working for myself. You do have to time block and schedule in your work or it doesn’t get done. But I love it! The integrity of the company is top notch. Network Marketing is a personal development plan with a compensation plan attached. We have many different ways that we are paid, there are exciting bonuses, car awards, house funds, trips and promotions you can go for as well! I could go on and on! After three years with Green World, I can honestly say this is the best decision I have ever made in my life, if you are someone people look to for advice, have influence or know anyone who does, you should definitely look at this company and opportunity. I have seen people from all backgrounds become successful teachers, fitness trainers, photographers, lawyers, doctors, college students, stay at home parents, grandparents; you name it! I am not here to convince you or drag you, if you are interested in network marketing, do your research.

Our generation doesn’t want to be tied to a desk. We want options. We want to make great money without having to put in 40-50 hours a week. There are people who start this business in their 50’s, 60’s and 70’s to help with retirement and to keep their mind young, and of course, to help others! I only wish I would have known about this company when I was 20 years old starting college. What if you could work really hard for 2-3 years and it could set your family up financially? Think about it. Work smarter, not harder. People work so hard during their early years, but often times they get burned out and need a change. Here is a solution.

I’d love to hear about your goals. Sending positive thoughts of abundance your way.
Never Give Up

My name is Charity Mchunu, residing in Durban, South Africa. My journey with Green World started in May 2010. NEVER GIVE UP. These words are coming from a 45-year-old woman that is married to an unemployed man, supporting a family of 10 members. One can ask, how do I make it? I would like to tell you, brothers and sisters; Green World is the answer! I know a number of network marketing companies out there, but so far, none of them beats Green World. The best thing I enjoy is the bonuses I received each month. These monthly bonuses have made my husband and my family members say: “Hey, do not take that woman for granted, she is a powerful woman!” This comment came after I extended our four-room home to a seven-room big house. The journey was not easy, believe me. At first, I even thought of quitting, thinking that Green World takes too long. Those days I wanted something that can speed up the process of Financial Freedom but guess what, I had wasted even more time than I had, by not focusing. So, Mtaka Baba my brothers and sisters, good things are coming from a patient person with a dream that comes with action. That ACTION is not going to come from your sponsor, but only from YOU.

Ever since I joined Green World, I never achieved any of the trips. But guess what, it happened in 2018. I re-joined under myself, and I worked like I never worked before. This time I focused, I eventually made my Six Star within six months. The day I looked at my genealogy to double check if I really made it, my eyes became red and full of tears—“Tears of joy”.

May the Lord keep and protect this company, the founder Dr. Deming Li and her management for longer and longer days. As I’m closing now, I would also like to thank my sponsor Maureen Cornwell for introducing me in this Home.

From The Darkness Into The Marvelous Light

I would like to offer my sincerest appreciations to the following people my up-liner Mrs. S Mafagee Mipsa, my mentor: Mr. N Ncube, Mrs. NR Skosana, my grandparents: Mr. and Mrs. Nikimo these individuals had an impact in my achievements. I am Mrs. RJ Sithole residing at Siyabuswa in Mpumalanga. I am a mother of four beautiful children and a wife to a wonderful Pastor JJ Sithole. I am a teacher by profession. I worked for the Department of Education for 26 years as a qualified educator. I was later promoted to be the Departmental Head (HOD). I obtained the senior degree (BCE Ed.) specializing in food and nutrition with UNISA. In the year 2012, I resigned from the Department of Education due to lack of resources. I then developed a great passion to perform some few projects in my community, as well as in the family. These did not fulfill my passion and desired dreams. I literally felt like I was running around in circles. Time went by and I came across a powerful quote from a book I was reading authored by Myles Monroe which said “Men and women who make changes in history are those who come against the odds to stop them to make changes”.

The inspiration I derived from those above mentioned individuals and reading what was written by great authors I ventured forward with that aspiration of finding the working project. I joined Green World in October 2017 and I found it existing and fascinating. It was interesting to me compared to previous businesses I followed and struggled to reach desired goals and dreams. I attended Green World presentations and was encouraged to pursue this business. I started working and learning more about the business and products. Within the period of six months I became a six star and qualify for a prestigious incentive. I was overwhelmed, happy and proud of my hard work.

The first step in reaching my dreams had thrived, thus preparing me for more to come. My incentive includes all paid trip to the City of China. My journey to China was exquisite and spectacular. The trip inspired me to work hard to get other incentive which was a car and reach financial freedom. I aimed at reach 1-3-star managers. My ultimate goal is to produce leaders who will also produce more leaders, and then my dream will be fulfilled. During my previous years, I was privileged to travelling many African Countries. I have been to Zimbabwe, Lesotho, Swaziland, Zambia and Botswana. All those trips were joyful, but I don’t think they can top the experience I got in China. Visiting the cities of China opened my eyes to the whole new and different world. I was grateful to meet with the founder and CEO of Green World, Dr. Deming Li. I was amazed that she provides such marvellous business and business opportunities. This propelled me look forward. I also thank the General Manager of Green World, Glory Guo for guiding us and the Green World family to reach financial freedom and security. Mostly, I thank God Almighty for giving the strength and wisdom to achieve my goals and dreams. He said in His Word that He will never leave us nor forsake me; thus, I know that I serve a powerful Father. I talk like the great Apostle Paul who said “I can do all through Christ who strengthens me”. I dedicate my life story to my family, friends and to everyone who wants to change his/her life to the better. Thank you Amen.
The same team that started a shop with R5000 has now produced over 25 highly productive distribution centers all over South Africa as well as neighboring countries. We have seen our Network marketing from Pretoria and expanding all over Africa with distributors in countries like Ghana, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Swaziland, Lesotho, Namibia and we still continue to invade more African countries in this fight to transform people’s lives.

Our team has managed to produce the star distributor of the year in 2017, who is also a 1 star manager within 3 years of joining the company. We have also produced the Best Newcomer who became an 8 star in over a year of joining the company MS Abigail Masha did not end there, she also produced 15 China trips from her team and 3 car awards. All this happened after our 3rd anniversary celebrations at the Manhattan Hotel in Pretoria.

I reiterate that all these achievements were made possible by the entire team working together as a unit. It is for this reason that I wholeheartedly thank all the Must Achievers for sticking together and working as a united front. Let us continue to uplift each other with this massive company of ours.

My simply advice to everyone is Network marketing is the business of 21st century. It has and continues to create more millionaire than any other industries. It truly changes people’s lives. I am the living testimony. I may not be where I want to be but I thank God that am not where I used to be before I joined Green world.

You can find us too for trainings, presentations in the following Must achievers’ shops:

**Sunnyside Pretoria**: 0632065040
**Nelspruit**: 0824509582
**White River**: 0632165315
**Mount frére EC**: 0739171921
**Butterworth EC**: 0781101656
**Lobamba Swaziland**: 00268 79571952
**Middleburg MP**: 0731565876
**Springs Gauteng**: 0615275756
**Hoyi MP**: 0817439094
**Lydenburg**: 0722290337
**Lebowakgomo**: 0725964815
**Rustenburg**: 0783530703
**Schoemanstad**: 0724565408
**Temba hammas kraal**: 0724931156
**Mafikeng**: 0711546767
**Akasia**: 0823793900
**Mabopane**: 0721155333
**Soshanguve**: 0795564229
**Cape Town**: 0726489723

love people wholeheartedly, give service to them and lastly be honest. Understand you are the only person who is responsible for your success.

The goal is to be financially successful. We can and we will because we must achieve.

**Nironence Mayo.**
Motivational Speaker

**MISS GREENWORLD**
**ONE STAR MANAGER**
**2017 STAR OF THE YEAR**

Follow me on

Twitter: @Neronence
Instagram: Neronence moyo
Facebook page: Neronence Mayo
Contacts: 00 27780283818
Website: Greenworldpretoria.wordpress.com
Email add: neronence2@gmail.com
$14 asselen towers
Cnr Robert sobukwe and Troye Sunnyside, Pretoria
Become My Own Boss

My name is Phillip Mathebula. I would like to share with you how I became my own boss.

I joined Pick n Pay in 1988. I worked as a manager from one department to another with promotions within all I made it to floor manager. At this stage I became my employers’ tool moving from one store to another. Where ever were problems I would be sent there to go and fix it and it made me happy but my pay remained the same.

Until I decided that enough is enough, I started asking for what I thought was due to me. Little did I know that I was slowly but surely digging a hole for myself. That’s when problems started, I was mistreated by those who had powers to do so they moved me to the farthest stores from my place where I would drive for not less than an hour to get to and from work. By this time, I was really fed up with my employer and then I made up my mind to quit.

But then I asked myself if I quit what am I going to do since I had no other jobs that I was doing because my job was so demanding. I had to leave home daily just after 5am to make sure that I get to my work place. And I will leave my work place around 20:30 to 21:00 hours daily, had no time for my kids every time I got home, they already slept, at times I will find my wife sleeping too. This made me so angry but had no way out, I was caught between a rock and a very hard place.

I carried my grumping body to work every day with a very heavy heart. I remember at one stage I absconded for two weeks hoping when I get back to work, I will be able to quit my job for 29 years and have been mistreated by those who had powers to do so. Then they told about the so-called Green World company.

At the time, I was convinced but had no time to sell and recruit. I was then transferred to another store where I met with a friend from other stores complaining about her bones and I called the gentleman who told him about the issue and he simply said I am coming. After sometime he came with a box of compound marrow and a joining form. He gave me the form and asked me to fill in I did he gave me the box of compound marrow I called the lady she gave me R312 I then handed the money to the gentleman and asked him what is it for and he said it’s my profit. Now I’m fully convinced that I can do it with that little motivation I started working like crazy. And I was able to quit my job for 29 years and have been outside not South Africa but African continent to China.

I can never forget the day I Rica’d the sim card for Mr. and Mrs. Nkomo. That day changed my life.

To Mr. and Mrs. Nkomo my manager thanks for sharing Green World with me, you changed my life today I answer to myself. You showed me the way and now I’m responsible for me and my family’s future.

Philip Mathebula

Healthy and Wealthy Solutions

My name is Mamba Pauline Smanegile from Matsulu Nelspruit Mpumalanga. The first time I heard about Green World I was at Steve Biko hospital in Pretoria on the 5th of May 2018 when I went for my checkup. I had a lot of complications in my life that included high blood, cancer, and goiter for 11 years. The doctor told me they were going to operate me on my neck as the only solution to my goiter problem. He emphasized on the complications on my life after the operation, but I didn’t have a choice so they gave me a date for the operation that was on the 19th of August 2018.

On my way out, one nurse gave me a Green World pamphlet, a Kuding tea sachet and told me to try it and give her a call. On my way home, I met a lady her name is Langa Lizzy from Barberton, she also told me about this great company Green World and its products and she told me I must make some time and attend their presentations of which on my tight schedule as I was a volunteer in my community practicing home based care.

I attended their presentation which was conducted by Buhle Ndelwi. The presentation was great, the lady explained the efficiency of the product and told us the benefits of using the herbal products from Green World. The product affordability which she explained more on her money side left me with no option but to sign my joining form that gave me the right to purchase the products at a 20 percent discount. I was arranged for a scanning operation that was done by Darlton Vundla and the products were recommended, taking to you now I am healed from all my sicknesses. Thanks to Green World company for bringing such products to Africa which helps our bodies to detox, enhance and prevent diseases.

A special thanks goes to Nomathemba Mfetshwa the woman helped me understand the business side of Green World, as we had a lot of meetings and she drafted my way forward; she encouraged me to take my business of which I had to decide whether I go with my Home based care job or I go with Green World. I decided I want to do network marketing as she made me understand the benefits. Taking to you I have managed to collect all FDA e.g. water purifier, Star Cape Town Trip, China Trip in 5 months looking forward to closing my car award, understanding the statement that says we grow by lifting others, I also managed to help my business partner Nene Beauty to close her China Trip in 6 months. Thanks to my team you are the best. I wouldn’t have done this without your support and contribution. Thank you to the highest GOD for directing me all this journey. Lastly, I would say to new people who are looking for an opportunity or do business with, come and join Green World, please call or What App 0726022774.
Believing In Yourself Is The Key to Unlock Your Greatness! Face Your Challenges and Your Fears Head On!!

Where there is ACTION there is REACTION!
The last time we checked the meaning of the word TRANSFORMATION in the dictionary we saw our names.
My wife and I joined Green World international, we had lost all hope and we didn’t have any clue. There was no light but we kept believing in ourselves that one day God will open the doors for us.
We went through a lot trying to figure out some strategic ways on how to make it with Green World, truth to be told it wasn’t a walk in the park but we never looked back and we committed more into our business.
The journey to success is never easy especially when dealing with people like here in Green World. Since signing up with this amazing business opportunity, we saw many people fail along the way because most people fail to understand the business ethics. The first and the second year in a business is all about learning the business in depth especially for people who have never been in a business platform.

OUR FIRST YEAR IN GREEN WORLD
The beginning is the hardest and the most challenging. We thank God that he gave us the power and the will to start!! As this was our first time in business, we suffered a lot through being rejected by the people we trusted. The mistake we made out there was presenting to our prospects instead of recruiting them to the presentation.

WHAT IF WE SAID NO TO GREEN WORLD?
BUSINESS IS LOVE MADE INVISIBLE.
Mr. Sabelo Magubane and Mrs. Magubane
Number 24 Anderson Road at Uniland Center Pinetown Durban
+27835630693, +277881122665.
Email: greenworldpinetown@gmail.com

My name is Roselynn Aboo. I’m 28 years of age, doing Network Marketing Business with Green World Group. Before joining this organization, I was fat then a friend of mine introduced me to this company and I like both the products and business as well.
I joined as a distributor. After joining I bought Green World product of which is Kuding plus tea that was my first product to use. I drank this tea every morning and after three days of taking it my face start to develop some pimples, and I went to see my friend and showed her my face. She told me that maybe I had something wrong in my system.
She advised that we have to go to the office so that I will be scanned for full body, to see what was wrong with me.
After they found out that I have fatty liver, which caused by heavy drinks I was taking and my hormones were on a high due to the contraceptives I was on at that moment which caused a lot of weight and a sagging tummy as well. So, they recommend that I must take products to use that will help me with my problems.
And these were the products that I was taking:
- Intestine cleansing tea
- Chitosan capsules
- Royal jelly
- Pine pollen tea
- Hepat-sure capsules
- Soy power capsules
- Digestant/Gastic health
- Vitamin C

I only took this product for less than a month, pimples disappeared and I started losing weight all the fat was burnt. I want to thank God for using this wonderful lady to bring this organisation in Africa that have natural and organic, no side effects.
Thank you Dr Deming Li!
My Journey to Success
From Zero to Hero

My name is Sam Marume, a Zimbabwean by nationality. A qualified class one diesel plant fitter and an earth-mover operator. After having a job for more than 20 years, moving from one country to another, changing jobs and using my maximum energy and experiences to impress my bosses. At some points, feeling lost and discouraged, not ever thinking that I would have the opportunity to get a fully paid trip to China and receive a car award.

To me this all sounded like a nightmare, if I were to hear it. In 2017, was the year that I was dragged to a Green World Business Rally in Durban, after a long time ignoring this opportunity and turning deaf to the calls.

I would like to thank Mr. Shumba and his sister Elizabeth Shumba, for the efforts they made by not giving up on encouraging me, to just sit down and listen to what the business is all about. I found myself seated among the delegates, and witnessing others receiving car awards. These awards were considered as Fast Growth Awards, which touched me to an extent of signing up with Green World that same day. Considering that I was on leave and supposed to go back to work in Namibia where I was employed. One thing that pushed me was that I worked for more than 20 years only enriching the employer and getting paid peanuts which was hand to mouth. This was embarrassing. I called my boss to inform him that I was no longer coming back to work. He couldn’t believe me because he thought I was trying to be funny. However, after a week without answering his calls, he realized that I really meant it.

I started joining presentations as I learned that you can’t grow without knowledge. I told myself that I left my job for this business and I can’t treat it lightly. Therefore, I need to pull my socks up, because if not, this would lead me to go back for another job. I considered my first year in the Green World business as learning because I was growing relatively slow and didn’t achieve any Fast Growth Awards. In March 2018 that’s when I decided to rejoin under myself and start fresh because I recognized where I made mistakes and where I need to improve. I managed to become a 5 star in one month if not one day, which means I qualified for a water purifier, a free scanning machine and a free ticket to travel to Cape Town Business Rally. By the fourth month, I qualified for a free China Trip with my other two business partners, and last but not least I also qualified for a Car Award in 9 months as well as another business partner of mine. My monthly bonus is around R20 000. I see this as just the beginning of aiming higher. Today life is enjoyable, stress free and driving different cars only because of Green World. If you are kind of a person who needs to live a luxurious life, just be committed and dedicated, and invest much of your time in learning. One has to help others to grow for him/her to grow as well. Try something easy like not to be selfish and love people, not forgetting to be patient with your business because you cannot grow any type of business overnight and become a millionaire in one day. Lead by example, “not do as I say” and “not as I do”, as this will lead you into a desert.

To sum up, I would like to give thanks to my Almighty Jesus Christ who gives me wisdom and power, as well as my leaders and not forgetting our Durban Green World manager (Connie) and all the staff for the support they give me. It will be my pleasure on giving thanks to Professor Deming Li for bringing such a wonderful idea of health and wealth to us, may the dear Lord continue to bless you. Thanks to my team for keeping focus and being united, your prosperity is my prosperity. It is possible in this business to become a millionaire, for Green World is the best network marketing business.

Thank You.

For more information, contact me on 078 176 3901. Email sammarume09@gmail.com
Raising Cape Town Banner High

My name is Mhlanga Simon, a vibrant and goal-oriented young man. I am the leader and custodian of the “life style changers”. In 2018 together with my team members, we did exploits in business which in turn raised the Green World banner high, as we worked tirelessly in the quest of making the Green World brand the most sought after in Cape town. Eventually our efforts were not unnoticed as we accomplished all the Fast Development Awards (FDA).

Having come to Cape Town with one thing in mind, in the first six months I saw myself qualify for a free international trip to China sponsored by Green World Company. This was one of the best moments in the business arena as I had an opportunity to fly, meet and fellowship with different people from different races and nations.

The free international trip came as a result of strategic efforts employed into the Capetonian market. As a business leader, I was able to identify and raise leaders in the market, through inspiration and hard work, in two months I was able to qualify for the international trip.

As if this was not enough, I intensified my efforts and was able to take along with me three of my business partners to China. This fulfilled the phrase which states that “if you are to succeed, you take others along with you”. It was an exciting moment to travel with them as this ignited a spirit of teamwork and broadened their vision in terms of business and the vastness of the renowned Green World brand.

To add icing on the cake, in October of 2018 I was qualified for a business car award presented by Green World Company. As I write this article, I am a super seven-star business builder within the organization. Life has changed. My financial life has changed. Now I look forward to assisting many lives to see this great opportunity that is changing people’s lives in the entire globe. Determination and focus are two principles that I commend every individual to employ in their business. In Green World any individual who is focused and has an understanding of the system can achieve their set objectives.

In continuation, I want you to understand that nothing beats commitment and team work. The most important thing is to love what you do. Meaning to say that one has to induce maximum effort in what they love the most. Eventually the law of "karma" will pay everyone who had induced maximum in a specific endeavor.

MHLANGA SIMON: +27 618775035; +27 813302648

Green World Will Make Your Dream Comes True!

Years in Green World with hard work, going country after country painting Green World, as they say success is a step ladder you take one step at a time, it doesn’t matter how old you are or who you are. My name is Sithunyiwe Mpofu, I’ve been in Green World for 5 years and before I joined Green World, I used to live in a shack at a squatter camp named Eskom. I worked hard and I manage to own one of Green World franchiser shop. I open a Green World Shop in a local community named Cosmo city, then I relocate to Polokwane, Limpopo Province. After a year I manage to buy four-bedroom bond house. Now I own two cars through Green World. What I’m saying is through hard work you can reach all your goals and make your dreams come true, it really doesn’t matter who you are or where you come from even your age does not matter. You can still make it, make all your dreams come true. All it takes is a small motivation and determination with hard work while helping our community to be in a good health. I also manage to qualify some of Green World Fast Development Awards, I qualified Paris Trip and Cruise from Durban to Portuguese Island. Success never chooses who you are, you choose to be successful, you work to be successful. I told myself dying poor is never an option thus I dedicated myself and pushed myself to reach my goals. I did not have to look far, all I needed was right here in Green World. All I’m saying is to make your situation your motivation to do greater things and you know what you can do all this through Green World with just hard work.

YOU may be born poor but don’t die poor, make your own destination, you were definitely not meant to die poor, draw your own future you can sit and dream but with no work its nothing. Stand up, go out, work hard and make your dreams a reality, you don’t have to look too far; Green World will make it for you while living a healthy life. If the doors are closed push yourself through the windows, you’ll get where you want. I thank God for Green World.

WE CARE, WE SHARE.
SHOP ADDRESS: 58 Market Street, Mimosa Building Office No: 7, POLOKWANE LIMPOPO
CONTACT: Mrs. Mpofu at 072 208 2536
EMAIL: Sithumphofu@gmail.com
All My Sufferings Stopped When I Was Introduced to Green World!

My name is Zandile Maria Skosana. I was working as a credit controller at furniture shop. I was suffering from Ulcer from 2003. I was in and out from hospital consulting from different doctors, every month I was given a sick leave until its overlaps, then I was forced to take an unpaid leave fighting for the cure of Ulcer for a certain period.

In 2009 I was diagnosed that I’m suffering from ‘Gall stones’ it was no longer Ulcers. I was told that I must undergo an operation, there is no other way. I was feeling ‘pains’ spending sleepless nights because I was afraid of an operation. Finally, I admitted to undergo an operation. I was given a date for an operation.

I was unemployed by then, the company that I was working for closed down. I joined Green World in 23 August 2017. I became five star in a month, I managed to qualified for a team building trip to Sedibe Kwele, within 5 months I qualified for an International Trip in May 2018 to meet our Co-founder of the company Dr. Deming Li. Since I was born, I never thought that I could fly, what excited me most was that I never paid any cent for all the trips. Green world paid all the expenses, Mine was to prepare my luggage and pocket money.

On top of the China trips I have managed to qualify for 13 cars, 3 Star Guest House and many more. Also, being the only Star 1 Manager in the Kingdom of eSwatini it is a huge achievement. I would not have achieved my success without the support of a trustworthy team that I work with under Green World. Green World operates in a very professional manner which makes my work very easy. The stock that is ordered arrives on time and bonuses are always on time, there is never a hustle at Green World.

The challenges I have encountered is that working with people it’s not easy due to team dynamics the people within the team can be against you as a leader and others may just be in the team to disrupt and influence the members to leave the team. Such actions have a negative effect on the sales. However, as a leader you need to ensure that the network continues despite all the challenges and you need to press on towards your goal.

My desire for 2019 is that my resolutions are fulfilled and I’m able to achieve above and beyond as I am aiming for the top and achieve the next level.

Should you require any assistance pertaining Green World at eSwatini do not hesitate to contact the leading Green World Shop at +268 761 11 354 in Manzini.

God Bless! I Thank You.

The Only One Star Manager in Kindom of eSwatini

The First and Only Star 1 Manager in the Kingdom of eSwatini Qualified for 13 Cars!

Olga D Hlatshwayo!

If God wasn’t on my side, I wouldn’t have made it. I thank him for his mercy and guidance.

The success I have encountered at Green World is immeasurable. Through Green World I have managed to send over 30 Active members to China. In the Kingdom of eSwatini it is difficult for the uneducated to travel to overseas however through Green World they have managed to go to China and see the other side of the world.

On top of the China trips I have managed to qualify for 13 cars, 3 Star Guest House and many more. Also, being the only Star 1 Manager in the Kingdom of eSwatini it is a huge achievement. I would not have achieved my success without the support of a trustworthy team that I work with under Green World. Green World operates in a very professional manner which makes my work very easy. The stock that is ordered arrives on time and bonuses are always on time, there is never a hustle at Green World.

The challenges I have encountered is that working with people it’s not easy due to team dynamics the people within the team can be against you as a leader and others may just be in the team to disrupt and influence the members to leave the team. Such actions have a negative effect on the sales. However, as a leader you need to ensure that the network continues despite all the challenges and you need to press on towards your goal.

My desire for 2019 is that my resolutions are fulfilled and I’m able to achieve above and beyond as I am aiming for the top and achieve the next level.

Should you require any assistance pertaining Green World at eSwatini do not hesitate to contact the leading Green World Shop at +268 761 11 354 in Manzini.

God Bless! I Thank You.
Say Goodbye to Pain and Poverty

My name is Molebawa Madito, I started as a mere consultant in the month of February 2018. I was actually giving it a try after being recommended to me by my upliner Mrs. Tebogo Tshite who happens to be my colleague at the Department of Justice and Constitutional Development in Mogwase in the North West Province.

I suffered a severe back pain after an accident in 2007. I consulted many Doctors and Specialists and underwent most expensive scans and x-rays paying exuberant amounts. All those years my medical aid became exhausted.

In realizing that all the medical professionals I consulted couldn’t detect what was eating me, I ended up consulting Traditional Healers in Botswana but the pain didn’t subside. At times I was tempted to pray that I’d rather die.

Today after undergoing Green World Quantum Resonance Magnetic Analyzer in February 2018 and taking products, I am a proud Green World International Distributor and Green World Products Consumer and I have never consulted any Doctor or felt that severe backache to date.

I respect this affordable small gadget (scan) as I learned on that day that there was nothing wrong with my spine or back and that the actual problem was my kidneys and prostate. As a politician and a worker leader in my own right, I did self introspection and went back to the drawing board and took a decision to resign or withdraw my activity from all politics and channel my energy to Green World and since that day my life changed for the better.

I was drowning in debts, as I am earning next to nothing after working for the better part of my life. My wife is also not earning anything and life was so difficult for us.

I led the workers’ federation, Cosatu, as its local secretary for almost 18 years, making other people’s lives better while I was stuck in poverty. I have literally nothing to show for the 15 years I toiled for others.

I had only two parallel paths to choose from, one that will lead to more hard work with more great poverty and suffering or the one of liberating myself and my family from the shackles of poverty and suffering and I chose the latter.

I joined Green World and the rest is history, hunger is the thing of past, I can manage my finances and life is enjoyable as myself, my wife, my sisters, my brothers, my mother and my mother in law are my downliners earning Green World bonus in product profit, scan profit and direct earnings from the company.

Compared to the 15 years of hard working, I can proudly tell that in less than 8 months I earned more than what I get from my employer in 12 months if not double.

The journey was not easy as at times I faced rejections when selling this great company and its products merely because of certain experiences from different networking companies by my prospects but I never gave up.

For a successful business in networking… rope in your better half, it brings warmth, trust, stability and togetherness at home and in business. Have a mutual and close and professional relationship with both your upliner and downliners.

Through hardwork, perseverance, teamwork I can today proudly say I made it and that I am still going up the success ladder. My journey up the GREEN-WORLD LADDER:

1. Gather a formidable, reliable team of hardworkers and teamworkers… and be branded
2. Envy and copy your top leaders and always be presentable
3. Lead the way by roping all incentives on your way to the top…
4. Have necessary tools of trade
5. Invest and advice your other business partners to do same.
6. Attend trainings and all other company teachings and presentations.

Salute to my direct downliners Mrs. Magdeline Ntate, Mr. Tshweneyego Letape and Mrs. Emily Molebalwa (Wife).

Oh!!! My lovely, supportive, hardworking and ever-reliable team of Visionaries, winners and conquerors form Ganyeza, Vryburg, Taung, Kimberly, Mogwase, Bloemfontein, Reivilo, Botswana, and Soweto etc.

Know that all these happened because of your advises, hard-work, teamwork and mostly of your believe in me.

To the LEARN, CARE & SHARE TEAM LEADERS in all corners of this country, know that with your creativity like the Ganyeza Green World Children’s Day Celebrations, we can do more…

Unity is key!

By Madito wa ga Molebalwa (10273702)
Two years in Green World Business Opportunity
I see God's Miracles

My name is Bongiwe Mpela, 6-star consultant at Green World. I was working for the department of education for 20 years with no promotion, then I decided to resign in February 2017.

I had another business which I co-owned with my husband in March 2018, I was invited to a brief presentation regarding Green World by a family member. It was the first time I heard about Green World, then many experiences happened within a month that did not convince us very well.

Other members took us to Bloemfontein to find people that are well informed about Green World that was a good step because when we got there, we met Mr. Mokhothu. He was doing a presentation that day at a Green World shop in Bloemfontein. That was the beginning of my journey with Green World. My husband and I decided to work with him, as a team I managed to become a 6-star consultant within 5 months and opened a shop which I am managing with the assistance of my husband. I wouldn't have done it without my husband, our shop is at Bloemfontein.

For more information people around Bloemfontein and nearby towns contact me: 0656617575 or at 0710087590
Email at: shop35greenworld@gmail.com or Email at: kmpela80@gmail.com
Mr. and Mrs. Mpela and team pictures

I have traveled to China several times, I have been to Mauritius in 2017 with the Ngidicians Family for 5 days with expenses paid by them and I have travelled with MSC cruising from Durban to Capetown in 2018 and from Capetown to Portugal Island in 2019 with Green World Company. I have never dreamt of traveling the world before I join Green World. A Flight was not even in my day dreaming schedule but today I have lost count of how many times I have been traveling with a flight. Flight it’s like a taxi or bus to me nowadays.

I became possible because of being a part of Green World Family. I am asking myself everyday when I see my achievements in Green World, I say "What if I said "NO" to this wonderful opportunity, meaning I was going to remain the same Conny with PHD (Poor, Hungry and Desperate) in high grade or even distinction. I am so grateful today because I said "YES" to the Great Success.

In just 2 years I have managed to produce 16 China trips in my Team, 6 Cars Awards AND We are on Operations Teka Inkwasho Program- meaning we’re aiming to scoop every incentive in 2019.
I really appreciate Mom Ngidi and Mr. Ngidi for being there for me and my team, She made who I am today. I have learned a lot from them, All Thanks to Green World Management by making things possible for us And All thanks to the Team as whole, Let's continue working together we can achieve more, We’re a family and let’s help in Growing each other so that we can achieve more in 2019.
Forward we Go and Backwards Never.
WALALA WASALA
GALAGASHA
CONTACTS: Conny Manthosi 0732366358
How Green World Turned My Nightmare to a Dream

I Khathazile Eddie Khumalo, for a long time have suffered from high blood pressure with no sign of getting better. As a single mother of five fully grown children, I together with them were overwhelmed. Stressing and terrified over my condition, it even got worse as I had eye problems and had sleepless nights coughing heavily.

I used to attend the hospital more often as it got worse to a point that I slept in hospital for weeks in drips at times. I couldn’t eat or hardly do anything, no matter how much I followed the doctor's prescription and advises, I still suffered.

It was until one day when my sister invited me for Christmas party, she wouldn’t have told me through the phone about it, it was then that she introduced me to Green World.

We went for a presentation nearby where she resides around Joburg. They presented Green World to me though I was skeptical at first. As I was working then, I bought the whole package for the first two months as a consumer and I couldn’t believe the change I was feeling, I felt cured.

Thank you Green World, Indeed, we care, we share
And thank you for reading this article, I hope you join Green World too one day.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE DON’T HESITATE TO CALL ME ON Cell no.076 355 9519

My Journey with Green World

My name is Michael Lupango Kiddi. I joined Green World just for personal health reasons, however I was not aware that behind good health, I could also make wealth and being a person of helping other people’s lives and health improvement.

I was having a growth in my left eye and it was growing so fast and end up covering a part of my eye sight I underwent two operations in a year, in two occasions the growth was removed however it was still coming back and so painful.

This incident of my eye made my life so stressful but by chance one day I met with my longtime friend who introduced me to Green World and later I bought eye care package, after using the products, the growth dried up and never grew again then I could see clearly and painless.

After recovering my sight well, I decided to become a full-time distributor in order to help the people and make some money for myself.

In that particular month, I managed to become a 4 star, I was invited to Johannesburg Green World head office to undergo three days’ training of Green World products and business.

We were treated with honor and respect. One thing motivating me the most is that all packages I have been selling, I’m getting positive feedback from the consumers. Special thanks to God almighty for the gift of life and also a big thanks to Green World Management for keeping its promises, looking forward to achieving greater things in Green World.
From Shadow of Death to a Business Tycoon

I am Pastor Phindeni Eunice Ngema and Pastor Solomon Ngema my husband, the one who always encourages me in each and every step I take, physically, mentally and spiritually. I live in Vryheid in, within the Province of KZN where I met a lady named Nomusa and she introduced me to the Green World company herbals and the process in full, and I was interested in an instant. My health was not in a good condition as I was once involved in a car accident in 2011 and it affected my body whereby my hip was fractured, knee turned, my eyes were affected. I could not see clearly, could not stand on my own without holding a walking stick. This led me to the Green World enterprise, after scanning, diagnosing me, they gave me Compound Marrow Powder, Kidney tonifier, Cordyceps, Blueberry enzyme tablets, Kuding PlusTea, and Eyecare Softgel. The products did wonders or in such a way that I’m no longer holding a walking stick and I can see clearly since then, and I decided to joined this enterprise in October 2017 which has benefits an entrepreneur would strive for. Within 6 months after joining I was in 6th whereby I was qualified to go to China without paying any cent but all package paid by the company for me. And on top of that, the company allowed me to open my own shop in Vryheid KZN; under Green World company as I was eager to help sick people and unemployed people to be self-employed. What I have learned with Green World distributors we help each other, WE CARE WE SHARE! No wonder I reached 6 star within 6 months due to my up liners who helped me now and then. I alone wouldn’t have made it. By faith that comes from trusting my God Almighty and I know that. In the next three years I will be in 8 star whereby I shall be reaching the financial freedom stage.

Resolve to Realize Your Dreams

Life begins with Green World products. Nothing in life is more meaningful than realizing your dreams. After hard-working and overcoming difficulties, I realized my dream and changed my life! My name is Paulina. I’m from China and a distributor of Green World. I’m very happy and grateful to have the opportunity to share my story.

I am honored to win a car award in 2018. Since I joined the Green World, I have helped many different patients and their families, who have fallen in love with these products and even recommended them to other customers. I’m always glad to see that most of my customers have recovered. When they come to my store, they look healthy, which brings me joy in my life, especially when I think that most of them can’t walk or speak, but after using Green World product, they are healthy! Green World also change my course of life by helping others.

There are many challenges on the road to success. However, every problem on the road has been solved. Without the coordination of the team, all those obstacles impossible overcome. Here, I would like to take this opportunity to express my deep gratitude to the team members who worked in this business last year. I believe that every business participant has made a significant contribution. It is the achievement of each member and project participation. Since I joined Green World, I have won more than ten China trips. I also went to Paris. I am honored to be one of the award-winning consultants. I have won four car awards in the past three years. Network marketing is not easy, but it’s worth it. All we need is hard-working. Let’s continue to work hard to achieve greater success for the whole team. In order to change the fate of the family. Continuous growth and breakthroughs. Through efforts to achieve our dreams and realize our value in life. Thank you very much for Mr. Bruce, my manager, who has been supporting me, encouraging me and taking me to such a good career platform. Truly speaking, my life has changed. I wont forget the example, the company’s top earners and above. As a representative of the Mafikeng team, with a most sincere heart, I salute the Green World! Thanks for your support. Dr. Deming Li President of Green World, and Mr. David Zhang. You have brought the high-quality health care products and happiness to whole world. The products of the Green World are the best.
Find Your Biggest Why

IF You are Working on Something Exciting that you Really Care About You
Don’t have to be Pushed. The Vision Pushes you

Greetings To You

My Name is Sydney Ruwuyu From Zimbabwe
and Iam 22 Years of Age. I am doing the Business With Green World
for 1and Half years now. I came into Network At the age of 21 After I have
been involved in some of kind of Hustles Since
I was still at the Secondary Level. I was involved
in [CD and DVD [Piracy industry] and later on
tried to get into music industry Life wasn’t easy
and I was seriously desperate to change my life so
thank God Because that was the time my friend
was introduced into Network Marketing and he
invited me for a Presentation. The day I attended
the presentation was my Turning Point because
I felt it was going to change my life. So without
delay, I signed up but it wasn’t easy in the beginning.
Facing rejection at family level also at majority Level
discouragements from People who have joined
and quit before me and the main challenge was on
transport fee. I had to wake up early everyday so
that I can walk to town a distance of 12km to and
from everyday So I decided to attending trainings
to getenoughmotivation. I worked so crazy because
I understand that the crazy People receives the
crazy benefits. I Started inviting people to meetings
like Crazy. I managed to qualify a Free International
trip to South Africa to attend the 10thanniversary
and I received my recognition together with my
air ticket together with a Team of 22 People from
my Country. I was youngest among the group
staying in luxury hotels for the first time in my life. I
enjoyed meetinggreat people doing this business in
differentcountries. That gave me enoughconfidence
witnessing people receivingwards and I also
received an award there. When I came back from
South Africa, I was motivated topush hard. I became
a 6 STAR and I qualified for a free International trip

Never too Late
to Make Right
Choice

M y name is Lindiwe Ndlazi I was an
employee in Pick’n Pay for more than 22
years but you would find me always broke
because my salary wasn’t good enough to cover my
needs. The money I was making was for survival.
Just hand to mouth, I was living a cycled life. T o
me it was a normal life knowing that the little I
have is better than nothing, as long as I’m alive and
my children life goes on. The bad thing about that
kind of life is that I was sinking deeply in debts. At
the end of month I would be broke. Imagine you
know how much you earn, but before month end
already you’re centenaire. I didn’t enjoy my life at
all because since I started working as a girl until I
reached to a point to be a mother trying to make
a better living but because of the circumstances I
couldn’t manage to pursue my dreams and I never
thought such thing as a dream does exists. In 2017
Green world came into my rescue and I had to quit
my job at Pick’n Pay as an employee to do Green
world full time as an international distributor.
Things changed tremendously and drastically to the
extent that I saw myself qualifying the incentives
that was set by the company, I became a 5* in one
month and 6* within 6 month as we speak now
I’m a shop owner which is something I have never
thought before. T oday I’m standing tall and proudly
Green world distributor whose life is about to
get more interesting and fascinating. My advice to
people out there is that don’t work until you die,
there is more than a job out there opportunities
like Green world, some of us we come from poor
backgrounds but that do not define the future. Life
is all about choices what we’re today is based on
our decisions that were made by us, make the right
choice it’s never too late. Green world is here for
you. You are free to contact me on:

Lindiwe Ndlazi
0739394491

A big thank you to my sponsor Donovan Nyamvura and our
training system for building me up to this stage my mentors Mr. T endai Chinperekwei, Mr. Ngoni
Chandiwana, not Forgetting my Victorious T eam 08 A Noble Close Harare
Email: Ruwuyu 77@gmail.com
Phone: +263777449838
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1. “Fast Growth” 4 Star Consultant Award – Water Purifier Flask
Achieves 4 Star Consultant within one Green World calendar month (commencing from the date on which
the registration form is endorsed by the company to 25th of the specific month) during the incentive period.

2. “Fast Growth” 5 Star Consultant Award – Team building party
Distributor who qualifies for this incentive will be invited for a team building party organized by branch
companies. The company will offer food, one night accommodation but no transport.
Achieves 5 Star Consultant within one Green World calendar months (commencing from the date on which
the registration form is endorsed by the company to 25th of the specific month) during the incentive period.
Achieves 5 Star Consultant within one or two Green World calendar months (commencing from the date on
which the registration form is endorsed by the company to 25th of the specific month) during the incentive
period.

3. Market exploring tool awards
Distributor who qualifies for this incentive will get a combo of laptop & projector.
Above all, purchase personal BV no less than 100BV/ month in Green World South Africa from 26th Dec 2018
to 25th Oct 2019. And then, you also need to qualify for one of the following conditions.
Any 6 Star Consultant who achieves an average monthly TNBV of 20,000BV during the qualification period.
Company certified trainer who conducts daily/monthly training sessions and achieves an average monthly
TNBV 16,000 BV during the qualification period.
Any registered Distribution Center who achieves a total turnover of 50,000BV during the qualification period.

4. Luxury cruise trip
Distributor who qualifies for this incentive will be invited to join the MSC 4 days Luxury cruise from Durban
Above all, purchase personal BV no less than 100BV/ month in Green World South Africa from 26th Dec 2018
to 25th Sept 2019. And then, you also need to qualify for one of the following conditions.
Any 7 star Consultant who achieves an average monthly TNBV of 35,000 BV (meanwhile at least 5000GBV)
during the qualification period.
Any 8 star with an average monthly GBV of 10,000BV (or more) during the qualification period.
Any registered Distribution Center who achieves a total turnover of 90,000BV during the qualification period.

Note
1. Prizes are NOT redeemable for cash.
2. This award does not apply to Mauritius trip and Market exploring tool awards qualifiers.
3. Green World Sinoworld South Africa (Pty) Ltd. reserves all rights of interpretation.

2019 scanning machine promotion
New distributor joined with 5000BV in one month and keep maintaining not less than 100 BV
for the next 3 months. Will get 1 free quantum scanning machine value of R10000.
From 01 Dec 2018 to 25 Dec 2019.